
Dear Students, 
  
This will be the final (in our series) of recent Letters from London that have aimed to 
introduce you to London and NYUL’s program, I hope you have found the letters helpful and 
they have proved useful to your planning. 
  
Only one-week to go now!  I hope you are all getting excited?  If you are anything like me, 
before I go on a big trip, you’ll probably have a mixture of emotions: excited about all of the 
new things that you are about to experience and (at the same time) nervous about all of the 
new things you are about to experience.   This all feels a bit weird; a bit like being pulled in 
two different directions at once but, take heart, it is completely normal, in fact, it is 
(actually) quite good as it sets the right psychological conditions to approach your study 
away experience in the right way: That is, being keen to explore new things but cautious to 
ensure things go well. 
  
Be reassured that everyone here in London is ready to welcome you.  On August  28th, Consi 
Hoabes, Chris Shia and Ruth Dear and all of our housing staff will be ready to greet you as 
you arrive at (either) our Guilford Street Byron Court or NIDO residences.  If you have any 
questions or problems, connected to your arrival in to London, could I ask you (& your 
parents) to make a note of the following phone number: 0800-316-0469 – then Option Two.  
This will connect you (or your parents) to the NYU in London Duty Phone where you can 
receive local guidance and help. 
  
I hope you will all have seen a copy of the Orientation schedule, posted recently on all of the 
NYU blogs, and this has given you a good idea of the plan for your first few days.  It’s a 
pretty busy schedule but one which should allow you to acclimatise to London pretty 
quickly.   Please let us know if you or your parents have any questions and we’ll do our best 
to answer them. 
 
So with that little bit of housework done, let me turn to this week’s questions…….. 
  
I know that the NYU residences do not have fitness facilities or workout rooms, so I was 
wondering what other alternative there are. Do you know any nearby places with 
relatively cheap gym membership fees? 
  
Actually if you are in the NIDO residence there is a small fitness room on site, see: 
  
http://www.nidostudentliving.com/whats-included.aspx#gym-section 
 
All of the residences (though) are pretty well-served for gyms in the Bloomsbury area, the 
district in which both the NYU-London Academic Centre and housing is located.  In a 
nutshell, you have two main options: 
  

1. Using the local University of London facilities 
We have two gyms that are connected the University of London located nearby (within 10 
minutes’ walk of the Academic Centre and housing).  Have a look at their websites on: 
  

http://www.nidostudentliving.com/whats-included.aspx#gym-section


http://www.ulu.co.uk/content/621793/health__fitness/ 
  
http://uclu.org/facilities/bloomsbury-fitness 
  
As a student of NYU you will have an Associate Membership to both unions.  This means you 
will be able to get the Associate Student rate that is £105 for a 3-month membership (or 
£7.50 per day, if you want to go on a pay-as-you-use basis). 
  
  

2. Private gyms in the Bloomsbury area 
We also have built up a relationship with a number of private gyms in the local (Bloomsbury) 
area.  The nearest one to the halls of residence is the Nuffield gym:  
 
http://www.nuffieldhealth.com/gyms/Bloomsbury where we have negotiated a monthly 
membership rate of £49.00 + a joining fee of £29.00. 
  
There is another gym nearby called Fitness Frist http://www.fitnessfirst.co.uk/gyms/gyms-
in-london/club-74/ where we have been able to get a 4 month membership at £100.00 with 
a joining fee of £25.00. 
  
Finally there is the YMCA Fitness Centre http://www.ymcaclub.co.uk/  where there is joining 
fee of £20.00 but then access is £37.50 per month (or £105 for three months). 
  
  
How far away is the supermarket and other local amenities away from the residence 
buildings? 
  
This is a very good question and one we will attempt to answer (most fully) on the 
afternoon of Housing Check-In on Wednesday August 28th when we will take you on a 
neighbourhood walking tour and show you the amenities local to your residence. 
  
Byron Court and Guilford Street, for example, are very close (5 minutes’ walk) to a shopping 
centre called the Brunswick Centre (see: http://www.brunswick.co.uk/) .  The Brunswick 
Centre has pretty much everything that you will need.   The biggest supermarket in the area 
is Waitrose (see: http://www.waitrose.com/bf_home/bf/207.html ) which is our 
supermarket with the best range of fine foods, there is also a cheaper Tesco store and 
bigger Sainsbury’s supermarket within easy walking distance. 
  
   
I was just about to buy an Oyster card and was not sure if I should get the monthly or the 
50 pound pay as you go one.  Also, if I should order in the States or when I get over to 
London? 
  
STOP THE CAR!!!!!  Don’t buy anything: NYU will purchase Oyster Cards for all of our new 
students!  An Oyster Card, for those who don’t know, is a multi-purpose pass that allows 
you to travel on London’s Transport System (see - http://www.tfl.gov.uk/tickets/14836.aspx 
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The card NYU will purchase for you will have £5.00 credit on, so as we can complete your 
first journey without having to worry about ticketing. After that you would be free to top 
the card up to best suit your needs. 
  
The next question (of course) is what will my needs be?  Well, these differ from person-to-
person of course, but the good thing about the Oyster Card is that it is so flexible.  You 
basically have three options: 
  
1. Use the Oyster Card on a "pay as you go" type basis: People who prefer to travel this 

way usually put an amount of credit on to the Oyster Card that works within their 
budget: say £25.00.  Then each time they ride the subway a charge of £2.10 will be 
deducted from the balance (Note: this price rises to £2.80 if you travel between the 
"Rush Hour" hours of 6.30am to 9.30am: Monday-to-Friday).  If you prefer to travel by 
bus the amount charged to your Oyster Card for a one-way journey is £1.40.  So with the 
"pay as you go" system and this example of £25.00 credit, a person could ride the 
subway,13 times before they would need to top up their balance. 

  
2. Another option is to purchase one week's worth of travel on to your Oyster Card.  This is 

an option a lot of Londoner's like - as it saves them having to line-up to top-up their 
cards.  Basically a one-week credit on to your Oyster Card works exactly as it sounds, if 
you were to purchase it on Monday September 2nd 2013, you could travel around on the 
bus and/or subway system all week long (as many times as you like) until midnight on 
Sunday September 8th 2013 - then you would need to buy another week pass to get you 
through until midnight on Sunday September 15th and so on. 

  
From Russell Square station (the one nearest to Byron Court and Guilford Street) the price 
of a one-week credit on your Oyster Card is £30.40.  So you can now begin to do a sum in 
your head: "If I am going to travel less than 13 times a week, I'd be better off using the 
Oyster Card on a "pay as you go" basis (see example above) - if I am going to make more 
than 15 trips per week (highly likely of course), I'd save money by putting a week's credit on 
to my Oyster Card offering me unlimited travel for 7 days". 
  
3. The third option you would have is to put one month's credit on to your Oyster 

Card.  This works in exactly the same way as the week-long card, only the duration of 
validity is one month (e.g. bought Monday September 2nd 2013, expires midnight 
Tuesday October 1st 2013).  The cost of a month credit (from Russell Square) is £116.80.  

 
You will perhaps notice that there is not much difference between price of 4 x 1-week 
credits and the price of the month-long credit.  The big advantage of the month-long credit 
is that you only have to purchase it once per month and not have to line-up at the ticket 
office at Russell Square four times a month - so it's a convenience thing really. 
  
Don’t worry, we’ll explain all of this again to you at Orientation, but for those who want to 
start budgeting, I hope this information helps. 
  
One final thing, if you access the link for the Oyster Card on London Transport’s website 
(see: http://www.tfl.gov.uk/tickets/14312.aspx ) you will notice there is a “Student Oyster 
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Card”.  This is really worth investigating as you can apply for a special type of Oyster Card as 
you will enrol at a British institution (of which NYUL is one) for (at least) 14 weeks or 
longer.  You cannot apply for this card until you get to London, as the scheme does not start 
until September 1st 2013 (anyway) and NYUL has to endorse your application as being 
enrolled with us, but once you have the Student Oyster Card you will save a whopping 30% 
on all weekly or monthly (note NOT pay as you go) ticket purchases – so it is a very good 
thing to apply for which you can do on-line (if you follow the link through), once you arrive 
in England. 
  
  
I was wondering if you know about how much students at NYUL spend on books and other 
school supplies. I'm trying to budget out my money and just need a rough estimate of how 
much I should bring for supplies? 
  
This is always a bit of a difficult area to advise on, as individual spending patterns can vary 
so much from person-to-person.  Some research carried out by one of our neighbouring 
schools based into the spending habits of their international student body carries some 
interesting guidance: 
  

 Living Expenses:  An average weekly spend of £91 (or $150) per person. 

 Travel& Entertainment:  An average weekly spend of £121 (or $200). 

 Education Expenses (books, printing, supplies, etc.):  An average weekly spend of £30 
(or $50) per person. 

 Weekly Total: The average total weekly-spend of students in Spring 2013 was £242 
(or $400) per person 

  
  
Am I going to be safe in London? 
  
Hand-on-heart: Yes!  Of course London is a big city, with the problems that are present in 
every big city – but if you are sensible you will be safe.  From my memory, most of the 
problems students have encountered, since I’ve been at NYUL, have all been totally 
avoidable. 
  
It is quite a well-known fact that our policemen do not usually carry guns.  There is a simple 
reason for this; they don’t usually need them!  London does have “bad parts” (as the riots of 
two years ago showed) but these tend to be miles away from the city centre and it is 
unlikely you would ever go to them or even inadvertently wander in to them. 
  
Generally-speaking you will have two main problems to deal with in London.  The biggest 
problem you are likely to face is pick-pocketing, which is the blight of Europe (unfortunately) 
– so do be vigilant.  Behind colour TV and bagel chips, the money belt is amongst one of 
man’s finest achievements.  Buy one – they work like magic! 
  
The second is (curiously) feeling too safe!  Young Londoners may seem happy to flit from 
pub to club at ungodly hours of the morning without a care in the world, but all of them are 
always aware of their surroundings, irrespective of what they might say or appear: They all 



know how to get home, they’ve all got friends looking out for them, and they all know 
“what goes!”.  Don’t worry, you’ll soon get on the same wave-length but (early on) don’t be 
lulled in to a false sense of security, you always need to keep your wits about you. 
  
Personally, I have found that the key to being safe anywhere (be it London or Lubbock, 
Texas) is “making good quality decisions”.  Having the number of a local taxi firm on speed 
dial in your cell phone, carrying your wallet in the front (as opposed to back) pocket of your 
jeans, going in to a café to look at your map (rather than out in the street) are all good 
examples of “good quality decision making” – stumbling down the street strangling the lines 
to American Pie at the top of your lungs at 3am, is not, of course!  I know; this is all common 
sense: but really that’s the answer.  Common sense is what you will need!!!!! 
  
At Orientation and throughout your experience in London, NYUL’s Student and Residence 
Life staff will be on-hand to share our experience and guidance (should you need it) to help 
you make the same good quality decisions that will make your experience in London a safe 
and pleasurable one. 
  
   
What the weather will be like when we are in London so I can pack accordingly? 
  
Contrary to popular belief, London does not have continually bad weather: Paris is wetter 
(honest!).  As I look out of my window this morning, we have bright blue skies with 
temperatures forecast to hit the mid-70s by mid-afternoon.  The extended forecast is for a 
ridge of high pressure to bring good, sunny weather to Britain until early September.     
 
The problem with Britain’s weather is that it is just so changeable and unpredictable; you 
can literally get four different types of weather in one day.  This is because we get a lot of 
rolling weather systems coming in off the Atlantic, but it also means we’re a lot warmer 
than our latitude would suggest, given that we’re as near to the North Pole as Nova Scotia 
for example!   
  
What all this means is that you have to dress for changeable weather; i.e. dressing in layers 
underneath a waterproof jacket.  Most Briton’s always carry an umbrella and Hunter 
“wellies” (as we call them) are not just a fashion statement here – you actually need 
them!   You will also need (as I say) a waterproof jacket, but you don’t need to bring a jacket 
that is as thick as Arnie’s arm – it never gets that c-c-c-cold!  By the way, if any of you have 
plans of becoming a director in Hollywood please take note:  Hollywood always seems to 
portray England as some kind of snow-filled winter wonderland (witness: The Holiday and 
Bridget Jones movies of a few years back) all of us Brits sit in the movie-theatre saying: 
“where is that?” to each other!  Yes, we do get snow here, but maybe once or twice a year 
(if we’re lucky) and then it usually lasts a day and disappears. 
  
As well as layers, you need to think colours: Not colours in themselves, but colour 
combinations – so as you can mix-and-match what will (obviously) be a wardrobe that is 
limited to what you can carry!  Having differing combinations will give you a bit of variety to 
wear your clothes in differing ways and avoid the “You know, Laura, the girl who always 



wears red!” scenarios!  Londoners (as you will quickly see) love to “dress up” for a night out, 
so it’s not all dark tones, you can still pack a little “sparkle” and you won’t look out of place!  
  
A final thought, London has now surpassed New York, Tokyo and Paris as the world’s 
number 1 shopping destination – with more top branded stores than anywhere on the 
planet.  So if you do make a wardrobe faux pas you’re never too far away from a place 
where you can put it right.  
  
  
So that’s about it!  We hope all of the information provided in our Letters from London, over 
the past few weeks has been helpful as you now prepare for your trip to England.  All it 
leaves me to do now is to wish you “Bon Voyage” for a pleasant trip to London. I very much 
look forward to meeting you all at Housing Check-In at the end of the month! 
  
Best regards, 
  
Tony     


